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Relay Preparation
Preparing for an adventure like the Spokane To Sanpoint Relay takea a little effort. This thirty-six hour adventure
is part road trip, part road race and a heck of a lot of fun! Here are some pointers, advice and requirements that
we feel will help you have a succesful expereince with S2S.
The Team Captain’s Role

Training For The Relay

Each team must have a designated captain who is the team’s
point guard and the main team member to receive updates
and instructions from NxNW Relays. It is critical for the captain
to share pertinent information with team members. If a team
must appoint a new captain during the course of the planning,
it is mandatory that the “old” captain contact us to request the
change of team captain in the database.

We admit that the idea of running an event that covers over
200+ miles may be a bit intimidating. Yet, one of the beauties
of the S2S is you do not have to be a proessonal runner to run
it. Nearly everyone - from the dedicated jogger to the serious
racer- can do this event. That being said, you will be less likely
to finish the race, or enjoy it in the process, if you have not
trained. Runners should check with a medical profesional prior
to participating to ensure your physically capable of the event.

Overnight relays are complex events. The team captain is
responsible for making sure the team roster is complete;
estimated times are submitted; drivers are identified; volunteers
are recruited; waivers are signed, and fees are paid. Team
captains have a special login under “Form Your Team” on the
website to manage their teams. Team captains must gather and
submit all team information. Most communication between
teams and relay HQ goes through the captain.

Pre Relay Team Meeting
We strongly encourage every team to have at least one if not
several pre relay meetings. This gives everyone a chance to
meet each other, brainstorm of team names and maybe get a
few training runs in as well. Here are some ideas of topics that
should be discussed before race day.
—Having all team members sign the waiver form.
—Team training times (if applicable). Accountability is a huge
help and fun to run with others.
—Create a Team Facebook page and invite teammates to log
their training and post pictures.
—Who is planning on driving to Spokane for the Start in their
own vehicles?
—Who should run what legs of the race?
—Where to eat and what to eat during the race.
—Resting location for inactive van group that is not running.
— What to do if someone gets lost.
—Running during night sections. What to do in case of an
emergency.

Our best advice is to train as if you were planning to run a half
marathon. Several weeks prior to the big day you should be
able to cover at least thirteen miles in one long run. However
eep in mind you will run multiple legs. This is mostly a blessing,
but you may not agree by the time it is your turn to craw out of
the van for your third leg in under twenty-four hours. Therefore we suggest ou add a few “daily doubles” to your training
routine leading up to the S2S. For example, on a few occasions
before the relay you may want to run seven miles at a moderate effort in the morning; then follow it up with another seven
miles five or six hours later. This exercise will fo a long way in
preparing your body -and mind- for the multiple leg expereince that is S2S.

Running A Leg
Unlike your local 10K, an overnight relay course is never closed
to traffic. Except for the portions of the race on trail, you’ll share
the road with everyone else, including cars and trucks. Therefore,
you must follow the rules of the road just as you do when you go
out for an everyday run. For example, unless otherwise noted in
the race map, runners run against oncoming traffic. All teams
and individual runners are ultimately responsible for staying on
the course. Our crew works hard to thoroughly mark the course,
but keep in mind that it is impossible to have a sign or a person
at every turn in a 200+ mile event. For that reason, take plenty
of time before the event to study your individual legs.

Pace Projections

Team Divsions

The only way we can pull off this relay is if you run near the
expected pace you say you wil. We have complex-spreadsheets
and years of expereince that predict when teams will reach each
exchange point so that we can have volunteers and services
there. If a team says they will run fast and ends up running slow,
or say the opposite it can play havoic with our projections.

The S2S award divisions are a little different than some other
races so please review them carefully. Please see our websitefor
additional information.
Elite

Pace Under 7:30 min per mile

Open

One Or More Under 30

We detremine your projected time based on each runners
projected 10K time that they enter into the database when
registering. It is therefore critical that each runner attempt
to enter an accurate 10K time for this race. Do not enter
in your personal record. Your estimated 10K time should
take into consideration that this race is at an average of 2200’
elevationand that you will be running three legs in twenty-four
to thirty-six hours on short sleep.

Masters

All 40+

Ultra

2 to 6 Runners

Solo Runner

Yep, It Has Been Done

Corporate

9+ From Same Company

Public Service

9+ Military A/R or First Responder

Mixed

Any Mixed Gender

Womens

All Members Female

With the help of our complex timing spreadsheets we determine
when each exchange point will open and close. If you reach an
exchange point before it is open or after it closes it is because
you have not accurately estimated your team pace that your
team provided.

Mens

All Members Male

High School Team*

All 19 or younger.

*WIAA Regulations (Off-Season Participation)

Thus if you reach a major exchange before it has opened
(according to the table below) you must wait until it has opened
before continuing on in the race. Otherwise you will continue to
cause a problem as you reach each exchange before it opens.
Please understnad that this creates a safety issue by not having
volunteers and race officials on site prior to your arrival at the
exchange. This time will be counted in your final time, in other
words the time you spend waiting will be added to your official
time.

—A high school team cannot race under a high school mascot
or name, nor race representing the high school; rather they
must run as individuals.

Similarly if you reach an exchange after it has closed alaert a race
official that you have fallen off pace. We will provide insturctons
for your team to get back on pace to complete the race prior to
the closure of the course which is Saturday at 6:30pm. All teams
must cross the finish line prior to the 6:30pm course closure.

—Check the WIAA website for more information.

Open Time

Close Time

Exchange 6:

11:15am Friday

4:00pm Friday

Exchange 12:

1:00pm Friday

8:15pm Friday

Exchange 18:

4:00pm Friday

2:00am Saturday

Exchange 24:

9:00pm Friday

6:30am Saturday

Exchange 30:

1:00am Saturday

12:30pm Saturday

—A team cannot be restricted to track and field or cross-country
team members only.
—A coach cannot coordinate the team as part of a team activity,
but he or she can rive one of the vans, as a friend of the team.

Relay Equipment
With any event or sport there is always some equipment and gear you will need and want to have. In our years
of expereince with relay events we have seen what works, what does not and what is just plain nice to have
around. Below we have two lists for you.
On the left is REQUIRED ITEMS. These are items you will be required to present at check in and your team will
not be allowed to participate without having.
On the right side is a list of items are our suggestions for some gear you might like to have around on the
course and in the van.
Required Items For Each Team

Suggested Items

—Twelve (12) Reflective Vests. One for each team member.

—Car GPS/Navigator Systems - these are extremely helpful for
anticipating turns.

—Two (2) Headlamps or Flashlights. One for each van.
—Four (4) Red Flashing Lights. Two for each van.
—One (1) Orange Safety Flag. For use in crossing roads. This will
be provided by NxNW Relays and will be passed on to the next
van at each major exchange.
—Signed Waivers for each participate and runner.
—Two (2) Copis Of This Race Guide. One for each van.
—Two (2) Copies of the Race Maps. One for each van.
—Two (2) Washington State Parks “Discover Pass”. One for each
van.
—All teams will be provided 2 “Runners on Road” signs courtesy
of Les Schwab Tire Center. These signs are an essential part of
our safety plan to alert cars that runners are on the road, and
any team van without a sign will be penalized. Les Schwab Tire
Center ensures that you and your family are safe on the road
throughout the year and we want to THANK Les Schwab for
graciously donating all “Runner on Road” signs to ensure that
all S2S participants are safe during the event too!

—Cooler with lots of ice , water, electrolyte replacement drinks
—Food & Reuseable water bottles.
—Sleeping Bag & Pad + Pillow
—Baby wipes.
—Extra Batteries For Headlamps, Red Flasher Lights.
—Extra Running Clothes
—Warm Clothes for Night
—Toilet Paper
—Trash Bags
—Clipboard/Pens/Tape
—First Aid Kit + Medical Info on each runner. Allergies, etc.
—Frisbee
—Sunglasses, Hat/Visor
—Sunscreen
—Towel
—Swimming Gear (Water access at several locations)
—Full Gas Tanks
—Spending money (including cash) for food along course and
race merchandise at Start/Finish

The Basics Of S2S

The Spokane To Sandpoint Relay is an overnight relay running race that highlights some of the beautiful
scenery in Washington and Idaho! To the experienced relay runner you might be tempted to skip or skim this
section, we ask you take a minute to read this so we are all on the same page. Remember being informed
helps everyone have a fun and safe experience!
Team Names
Vehicles — Active & Inactive
Overnight relays have a tradition of colorful team names that
add to the event’s fun atmosphere. The key is to be creative.
Your name should distinguish your team, as well as win you
some extra attention at the start and finish when it’s announced.
Remember, your team may not be the fastest but it can still have
the wittiest name. So have fun; get sassy, but keep it all in good
taste. We hate to be a killjoy, but race officials will be forced to
reject names that contain offensive language or fail to reach a
minimal standard of good taste. Remember, there are kids and
grandparents out on the course - keep them in mind as you
brainstorm your team name.

Runners — Exchanges & Rotations
A typical overnight relay team consists of 12 runners, with each
team member running 3 legs of varying lengths and difficulty.
The shortest leg on the course is barely over 2 miles, while the
longest measures nearly ten miles. On average, each runner
covers a distance of 6 miles per run and 18 in total over the three
legs.
Teams collectively cover the 200-mile course by rotating
through a total of 36 legs. When a runner completes an
assigned leg, he or she is inactive until the entire team has run
their assigned legs. The relay has a total 35 exchange points
(no exchange at the start or finish line!) Exchanges are the set
locations where one runner passes the wristband to the next
runner. Examples: Runner #1 will run Leg #1 and hand off at
Exchange #1 to Runner #2. Runner #7 will run Leg #19 and hand
off to Runner #8 at Exchange #19. The exchange points are the
same for everyone and are staffed by race officials recording
team numbers and times.
Although 12-member teams are the norm, we also welcome
teams with as few as 6 members. The same rotation cycle
applies for all teams. Regardless of team size, all teams must be
able to average under 10 :3 0 per mile ( or a total team time of
about 3 5 hours) in order to reach the finish line before nightfall
on day two.

Due to the nature of the event, Spokane To Sandpoint teams
are largely self-supporting. This means your team provides its
own food, water, sports drinks and minor first aid items. While
the primary function of your vans is transportation, since there
is little time for lingering at the exchange zones your support
vehicle is typically the best place to refuel and re-hydrate.
To understand the van thing, think this way: There is One Active
and One Inactive. The van with runners actually running is
Active; the other is Inactive. While Van #1 is active, there’s no
time to rest. For example, Van #1 (active) comes to the race start
and drops off Runner 1; drives ahead to Exchange #1, parks in
the designated area so Runner 2 can warm up. After Runner 1
hands off to Runner 2, Runner 1 cools down and climbs in the
van so it can dash ahead to Exchange #2 where Runner 3 warms
up while waiting for Runner 2. This continues until Runner 6
finishes and checks in.
Clearly, it takes a lot of time for even the fastest team to
muscle through six legs of running. While Van #1 is active,
Van #2 is relaxing, sleeping, eating, or enjoying local sights.
Before Runner 6 nears the end of his first leg, Van #2 arrives at
Exchange #6, where the excitement builds. For the first time in
hours, all the teammates are together at this Major Exchange,
or Sleepover Area, where a Van-to-Van exchange occurs. As the
final runner in Van 1 hands off to the first runner in Van 2, Van 1
now becomes the inactive van. Van 1 runners can eat and relax
a few hours ... before starting round 2.

Drivers
The role of driver should not be relegated to whoever isn’t
napping. This individual should be charged with the important
duties of knowing the route, ensuring the team’s safety, and
serving as protector for all runners on the course. Your tired legs
shouldn’t be behind the wheel after completing your second
leg at 4 in the morning.
Drivers - know the road. Study the maps. Ideally, drive the
routes before race day. And, by all means, drive in a manner
that ensures everyone’s safety. This may be a good time to
remind everyone: Despite our awesome beer sponsors, alcohol
consumption by any Van Drivers will not be tolerated during
the Spokane To Sandpoint Relay. Safety is our first concern, so
save the drinking for the finish line celebration.

Team Spirit

Weather

No matter what we do to provide a great race, most of your
experience, good or bad, will come from your own teammates.
Overnight relays-part road trip and part road race-are the
perfect excuse to have a great time! We encourage you to live
it up out there ... responsibly. Although the party doesn’t really
start until the finish line celebration, you have 200 miles and
over 24-36 hours to get warmed up. Decking your van out and
wearing crazy costumes is only par for the course. So prepare
for the fun. Pick a theme that works with your team name. Go
the extra mile and invest in team singlets. Give out an award in
each van for the MVP. Gather up those nutty decorations down
in the basement and put them to good use. Set team rules like
“no sleeping when there is an active runner on the road” and
“get out of the van to cheer every time.” Bring magnets to “tag”
other team vans. Cheer every runner that passes, not just your
own.

The average temperature for the race dates is mid 80’s during
the heat of the day and cooler temperatures at night. Be sure to
check predicted forecasts and plan accordingly. In the event of
exceptionally hot weather please make sure to pace your legs
that occur during the heat of the day (this means slow down!)
and plan to have lots of replenishing fluids available for your
runners. Dehydration and overheating can be avoided by being
properly prepared.

Race Logistics
Your team is to be self supported - food, water, gas, minor first
aid, and proper running gear are your responsibility. Due to the
logistics of operating a long distance race of this nature
there will NOT be water stations during running legs.
—If possible, drive as much of the course as you can or use the
web maps online to view the course prior to racing.
—Take note of all leg turns. It is extremely helpful for your
driver to pay attention to their odometer during each leg as
that will help them expect when to make the appropriate race
turns. Many drivers reset their odometer at the beginning of
each leg so they can anticipate all turns and help keep their
runners on course. Please note that your vehicle’s odometer
may be slightly off from GPS distance.
—Race signs will clearly mark the course and will have flashers
on them during night sections, but be familiar with your legs
for your own benefit. We can’t guarantee that a sign won’t be
stolen, blown over or turned around.
—Assign an alert and competent navigator to ride in the
passenger seat and read driving directions and mileage to the
driver.
—Note sections of the course that vehicles are not allowed to
be on. This is primarily sections along the Centennial Trail in
Washington and Idaho.
—Learn where the parking areas are located for transitions.
Most exchanges are parks,
schools, or in major turn out areas.
—Use Team Time Sheets to estimate time of day when the van
will need to be ready to exchange.

Runners need to be prepared for unseasonably high or low
temperatures, precipitation, and night running conditions.
Bring appropriate gear to accommodate predicted conditions.

Course Safety & Rules
Safety is our number one priority. We ask that all teams please take appropriate precautions to ensure a fun
and safe event. These course safety rules as well as general course rules are designed to help us all have a
safe, orderly and fun experience. Please use common sense on the course, error on the side of safety and be a
responsible, respectful guest of the communities we run through.

In The Event Of Emergency Call 911
Respect Local Residents & Communities

Run Against Traffic And On Proper Surfaces

While traveling through the local communities, please
remember we are guests and you should treat all residents
with courtesy and respect. Going out of your way to thank
locals will go a long way in helping the event return each year.
The following “Do Not’s” are not intended to cover the broad
spectrum of issues, so use common sense and courtesy while
in residential areas.

Runners are to run on the left shoulder of all roads (against
traffic), using sidewalks or trails when available, unless signs or
maps direct otherwise.

—Do not honk horns or yell out vehicle windows during
evening, night, and morning hours (10pm – 8am) while in
residential areas.
—Do not block any residential or business driveways.
—Do not impede traffic by driving too slowly or by not
properly pulling vehicle over to the side of the road when
stopping.

Personal Music Devices and Headphones
The use of personal music devices with headphones while
running is strongly discouraged. If you still choose to use
them, you do so at your own risk and must meet the following
requirements:
—You must be able to hear traffic and aware of sounds
around you.
—You must be able to hear instructions from course officials
when speaking at a reasonable tone (not yelling).
—When running you should be able to hear your own
footsteps, if you can’t your volume is too high.
Violations will be given out if you are unable to hear
instructions. Three violations on any safety rule will result
in disqualification for your entire team.

Be Aware of Traffic and Obey Traffic Laws
Runners are to understand that they do not have exclusive use
of the roadway and are required to obey all traffic laws. This
includes stopping at traffic lights.

Pacing and Cyclists
Runners may be accompanied by a teammate or additional
support person who is either on foot or riding a bicycle. Any
pacer, including cyclists, must wear all necessary nighttime
visibility gear if out during night hours. See “Night Rules” below
for specific information on night pacers. Cyclists are required to
wear helemts.
Only bicycle pacers are allowed on the course between Legs
7-21 and 26-27 no matter the hours.

Only Sleep In Designated Sleeping Areas
While the race goes all night, most of us don’t. If looking for a
place outside your vehicle to sleep, we strongly suggest using
exchanges 18 & 24 where you can safely spread out away
from other vehicles. DO NOT SLEEP ON THE GROUND OF AN
EXCHANGE PARKING AREA.

No Support Areas
Vans can stop to cheer on teammates at any legal spot along
the race route that does not obstruct runners or traffic, AND
THAT IS NOT DESIGNATED A NO-SUPPORT STRETCH.

Park Only in Designated Areas
Some exchanges have limited parking and in some cases teams
may be required to park along road shoulders. In the event of
roadside parking, team vehicles are not allowed to park on the
same side of the road 500 feet before and after the exchange.
After the exchange point, vehicles can park at any legal roadside
that does not impede racers or traffic. Team vehicles should
always stay to the right of the white fog-line when parked along
the road.

Alcohol (And Other Controlled Substances)

Running & Participating At Night

Like pretty much everywhere in this country, it is a crime in
Washington and Idaho to drive impaired by alcohol or any
other substance.

Night Rules In Effect 7:00pm — 7:00am

WASHINGTON STATE - RCW 46.61.519
Alcoholic beverages - Drinking or open container in vehicle on
highway - Exceptions.
(1) It is a traffic infraction to drink any alcoholic beverage in a
motor vehicle when the vehicle is upon a highway.
(2) It is a traffic infraction for a person to have in his or her
possession while in a motor vehicle upon a highway, a bottle,
can, or other receptacle containing an alcoholic beverage if the
container has been opened or a seal broken or the contents
partially removed.
(3) It is a traffic infraction for the registered owner of a motor
vehicle, or the driver if the registered owner is not then present
in the vehicle, to keep in a motor vehicle when the vehicle is
upon a highway, a bottle, can, or other receptacle containing
an alcoholic beverage which has been opened or a seal broken
or the contents partially removed, unless the container is kept
in the trunk of the vehicle or in some other area of the vehicle
not normally occupied by the driver or passengers if the
vehicle does not have a trunk. A utility compartment or glove
compartment is deemed to be within the area occupied by the
driver and passengers.
STATE OF IDAHO TITLE 23 -ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES - CHAPTER
5 - PERMITS AND LICENSES
23-505. Transportation of alcoholic beverages. (1) Alcoholic
liquor lawfully purchased may be transported, but no person
shall break open, or allow to be broken or opened any container
of alcoholic liquor, or drink, or use, or allow to be drunk, or
used any alcoholic liquor therein while the same is being
transported. Provided however, that an unsealed alcoholic
beverage container may be transported in an enclosed trunk
compartment or behind the last upright seat of a vehicle which
has no trunk compartment.
(2) No person in a motor vehicle, while the vehicle is on a
public highway or the right-of-way of a public highway may
drink or possess any open beverage containing alcoholic liquor,
as defined in section 23- 105, Idaho Code, beer as defined in
section 23 -1 001. Idaho Code, or wine as defined in section
23-1 303, Idaho Code, unless such person is a passenger in the
passenger area of a motor vehicle designed, maintained, or used
primarily for the transportation of persons for compensation, or
in the living quarters of a recreational vehicle as that term is
defined in section 49-119 , Idaho Code. Violation of this section
is a misdemeanor for the individual in actual physical control of
the vehicle, as defined in section 18-8 004 , Idaho Code, and an
infraction for other individuals violating this section.
Any team seen or suspected of breaking these laws will be
immediately disqualified.

The following nighttime rules have been developed to help
ensure the safety of ALL participants.
—ALL runners must wear night gear during the Official
Nighttime Hours: Reflective Vest, Headlamp (or flashlight)
and Blinking LED Tailight.
—ALL participants must wear reflective vests during the
Official Nighttime Hours if out of the team van anywhere
on the course, including exchanges. If you choose to have a
van driver, who is not a runner, the driver must also adhere
to these safety guidelines.
—Runners are allowed to run with bike pacers during night
rules hours. Bicycle support must wear reflective vests as
well as the bike must be equipped with a flashing red tail
light as well as a white front light. Riders are also REQUIRED
to wear helemts.
—Pacers are not allowed to ride shoulder-to-shoulder with
the runner they are supporting.

Vehicle Restrictions
A typical team van will be carrying 6 runners (and if you’re
lucky, a designated driver), so choose your vehicle to fit your
needs of comfort vs economy. We restrict what vehicles may be
used on our course to maintain safe parking situations at ALL
EXCHANGES.
—ACCEPTABLE: Only two (2) vehicles per team are
permitted. Any standard passenger vehicle up to a 15
passenger van. This includes Sprinters and truckbed
campers.
—MOTOR HOMES (Class A & C): We will allow Motor Homes
as NON-ACTIVE VEHICLE. For Ultra Teams ONLY. Motorhome
must NOT exceed 26 feet in length.
—TOWED TRAILERS: Not allowed anywhere on our course.

Only One Race Vehicle per Exchange
Only one race vehicle is allowed to park at each exchange point.
Vehicle One is allowed at exchange points 1-6, Vehicle Two is
allowed at exchange points 6-12, etc. Both vehicles are allowed
at every sixth exchange point (6, 12, 18, 24, 30). In order to
avoid congestion, we ask that all teams please be considerate
and follow this rule. If for some reason team vehicles need to
meet we ask that you please meet at another location rather
than at exchange points.

Van Decorations

Wildland Fire Prevention

We want teams to show Race Spirit by decorating vehicles!
Please keep in mind that sportsmanship, positive slogans/
images and arrangements that would not embarrass your kids
or grandmother are appreciated!

We strongly encourage all of our participants to be extremely
mindful and cautious of the dry conditions and avoid parking
vehicles (hot undercarriage/exhaust) on top of dry grass! Also
be mindful of any activity or action you might take that could
lead to the start of a fire. We have a beautiful course to run let’s
keep it that way. Remember what Smokey The Bear says: “Only
You Can Prevent Wildfires!”

Orange Safety Flag
Every team is provided with two “orange safety flags” at check
in. Any participant (not the runner) who is outside of their team
van and crossing a road must do so with the “orange safety flag”
held high.

Trash
We are providing you with trash bags for your vans. Please carry
your trash with you to designated collection points.

Lightning
If there is lightning at the start of the race we reserve the right
to delay starts until the lightning clears. If you see lightning on
the course after the race has started, get your runner off the
road and into the support vehicle. Make a note of the time and
the location where you exited the course. If lightning clears
within 1 hour put your runner back on the road where they left
and make a note of the time. If lightning persists longer than
an hour, move ahead to the next exchange. For every hour of
lightning you may move ahead one exchange. Keep close track
of where and when you left the course and where and when
you returned to the course. At the end of the race we will have
a form available for you to report these locations and times. We
will then calculate your average pace and apply this pace to
the segment of the course that you missed. In this way, we will
adjust all overall race times.

Team Race Bibs/Slap Bracelets
Team race numbers must be worn on the front of each runner
at all times while on the road and the numbers must be visible.
Failure to have a visible number pinned to the front of a runner
will result in a 30-minute penalty.
Things to keep in mind:
If you pin your number to a shirt and take off that shirt while
running, you must pin your number to the front of your
shorts.
If you want to put on a jacket or sweatshirt while running,
the number must be pinned to the outer layer of clothing
in the front.
When running at night, the number should be pinned to the
reflective vest so that it is visible.
The team’s bracelet (baton equivalent) should also be worn at
all times while the runner for the team is on the road.

In the event of a forest fire in the region, our event may be
cancelled due to road closures or if resources that we rely on for
the safety of our participants are re-directed to fight a forest fire.
We will make every attempt to adjust our course to continue
the event (possibly by skipping a section of the course) but our
ultimate responsibility is the safety of our participants.

Relay Being Canceled Or Stopped Early
The race will occur in rain, shine, or snow! However, under certain
severe weather conditions, natural or man made disasters such
as forest fires, severe fire smoke or flooding, we reserve the right
to cancel the event. There will be no refunds given if the race is
canceled due to weather or other circumstances beyond NxNW
Relays control.

Race Penalties
It has been our goal to have as few rules and penalties as possible. The spirit of the race is our primary focus
and includes safety for all, having fun, enjoying the natural and scenic beauty of Washington and Northern
Idaho, and to efficiently get your team from Spokane to Sandpoint in time to enjoy the finish line party on
Saturday! However, a race with no rules or penalties at all is not possible.
Violation of any of the rules listed in the “Course Safety & Rules” section of this guide, or failure to comply with
directions of a Race Official can result in disqualification from the race, a 30 to 60 minute penalty added to
your team’s official race time and/or being banned from future NxNW Relays events.
Severity of the penalty will depend on the severity of the infraction. Any race official can decide if and to
what degree a team has violated any of these rules. Race officials also reserve the right to increase or decrease
penalty times based on a case-by-case basis. All decisions by race officials are final.

Competition Rules
Competing For A Division Title
In the event of an injury, any of the remaining runners in that
van can replace the injured runner. You are not allowed to
bring in a 13th runner to run the remaining legs for the injured
runner. With the exception of the leg in which the runner was
injured, legs cannot be split. For example, if runner #3 is injured
halfway through their first leg, any SINGLE runner from Van 1
can finish that leg. For the injured runner’s remaining legs, any
runner from Van 1 can substitute, but each substitute must run
a complete leg. If a runner drops out on one of their legs, they
may not reenter the race.
If you don’t have 12 runners to start the race the same rules
apply: any runners from the same van can complete the legs for
the missing runner. Each leg must be completed by one runner
only. Our relay does not require participants to complete legs in
order, thus allowing your team to strategize.

projected to finish the race after 6pm , we will allow your team
to Van Leap. Official Van Leap will occur in this manner only:
(1) Make the decision to Van Leap several hours prior to the
anticipated arrival time of Van 1 at Ex Pt #30. (2) Van 2 will start
their final 6 legs from Ex Pt #30 prior to Van 1 arriving at Ex Pt
#30, thus gaining 1-2 hours of elapsed time. (Under rare cond iti
ons, we will allow your team to Van Leap from Excha nge Point
#12.)
2. You MUST:
a. Notify the Race Official at Ex Pt #30 to officially request
permission to Van Leap. The Race Official will tell you when
Van#2 will start from Ex Pt # 30.
b. Van 1 will complete their legs and arrive at Ex Pt #30 to
record the official time. Van 2 will already be several legs
closer to the finish.

Please notify a Race Official (anyone wearing an orange visor)
to inform us you have an injured/missing runner and will be
replacing them with a runner from the same van and are still
competing for a Division Title.

The Beer Garden League

OFFICIAL VAN LEAP

The most important thing is to have fun and safely finish the
race and join us at the finish line! If you are not able to finish
all legs, inform a Race Official you are running for fun and are
removing yourself from competition. Finish whatever legs
you can and join us at the finish line. You will still receive your
finishers’ shirts, medals & tasting tickets but will not be listed
with an Official Time for the race.

If you do not wish to compete for a Division Title, but wish to
receive a revised Official Finish Time:
1. You must run every leg of the course in order to receive
an official time . In order to catch up if your team is falling
behind, you may Officially Van Leap upon receiving approval
from a Race Official. Van Leap is allowed from Exchange Point
#30 ONLY. If your team is falling behind predicted pace and

If you do not wish to compete for a Division Title or receive
an Official Finish Time.

Notify the closest Race Official to inform us you are disqualifying
your team from competition.

GETTING LOST

2. Consider bringing a copy of the leg map.

We do everything possible to provide accurate, detailed
maps, signage, and volunteers along the course. However,
it is impossible for us to monitor the entire 200-mile course
at all times. Signs get stolen, blown over, turned around, or
volunteers don’t show up at their assigned location. We do our
best to keep you on course with over 500 arrow signs & lights,
but you are ultimately responsible if you get lost.

3. Consider running with a smart phone with access to the race
map in case you get lost.

It is each participant’s responsibility to know his or her leg route
to stay on course.
Suggestions for staying on course:
1. Study the leg map before starting each leg and familiarize
yourself with the general direction you are heading and -all
turns.

4. Vans may wait for their team member at critical turns to
ensure they stay on course.
If a runner gets off course, they must return on foot or in their
support vehicle to the point where they went off course and
continue from there. It is a violation to drive ahead to make up
for the mileage they may’have covered while lost; teams who
do not follow the above rule correctly will not be allowed to
compete for a division title.

In Race Contests
Leg 1: Mt Spokane Crazy Wig

Best Decorated Team Van Contest

This contest simply rocks! Runners will toe the line at the
race start located at Bear Creek Lodge and proceed down the
mountain with their BEST WIG streaming in the wind. This
contest takes place during Leg 1. It’s not quite time for trick or
treating, but it is definitely time to see some rockin’ mullets,
cruisin’ afros, jamin’ punkrockers, or runnin’ raninbow heads
dashing down the mountain. Remember, the man (or woman)
makes the wig - you got to sell it baby! Have wild fun during
this 5-mile leg!

The team that shows the highest degree of race spirit by
decorating their vehicle in a most exceptional manner wins
the hallowed DECORATED TEAM VAN CONTEST. Thanks for
showing some Race Spirit with your vehicle!

Leg 6: Brightest Running Outfit
The rules of the contest are simple - put on a BRIGHT RUNNING
OUTFIT and run with the sun on your back and the wind in your
hair! Dig out your old hot pink tank top or your lime green
early 1990’s running shorts. Whatever it is, just make sure it
is bright in color. Be creative and have fun during ths leg. All
outfits will be judged and best overall outfit wins a prize as well
as bragging rights for this year’s “Brightest Outfit” which will be
posted on our website with all other contest winners.

Leg 10: Awesome Costume
The AWESOME COSTUME contest takes place during Leg 10. Leg
10 runs through Downtown Spokane, so you will have plenty of
spectators! During this leg runners will have a chance to parade
their favorite costume. Who knows who will show up on the
course? Perhaps we’ll encounter Spiderman, Wonderwoman,
or Elvis? Have fun, wave as other race vehicles honk at you as
they pass, and please be appropriate with your costume choice
since we are running on public roads and parks! Anyone that
participates in this fun contest wins Spokane to Sandpoint
event staffs respect and admiration. The top 5 costumes will be
announced at the finish line and then all participants will have a
chance to vote on Facebook for the Overall Costume Contest
Winner!

Leg 19: Ultimate Raver
The ULTIMATE RAVER CONTEST was an idea one of our race
directors came up with after training and racing through the
night. The contest takes place during leg 19 and should be a
night run if you have estimated your team’s average pace fairly
close to what you actually race. Competitors who compete in
this contest literally become a running light show during the
6.50 mile leg. Use lights any way you can to make yourselflook
like a “glowing runner” that will light up the night streets. Be
as creative as you want, but your light arrangement can’t
interfere with the vision of oncoming traffic. No fireworks or
pyrotechnics of any type are permitted during this leg for safety
reasons.

Most Team Spirit Award:
Similar to the Best Decorated Team Van Award, the TEAM SPIRIT
AWARD is a team contest given to the team that exhibits the
best Team Spirit during the race. Things that you can do to
improve your team’s chance of winning this category include
team outfits (make ‘em fun!), team cheers, and positive
sportsmanship during the race. We request that participating
teams report acts of sportsmanship from other teams that go
above and beyond the call of duty to race officials. Thanks for
showing positive Team Spirit! Vote for this team via our Race
Day Website.

Best Exchange Point Spirit by Volunteers
Teams vote on the best volunteers of the relay. Winning
volunteers may decorate their exchange point with a theme,
wear costumes, play music, provide water to fill water bottles,
or even grill hotdogs or provide refreshments for runners!

